
AREA 1. Env Studies Core Requirements
ENVS 201 (Martin) Intro to Env Studies: Social Science (CRN 22726) [>2]

AREA 2. Math and Statistics Requirements
Math
MATH 246 (tba) Calculus for Bio Sci I (CRNs 24098/24099) [>3]
MATH 247 (Ostrik/Price) Calculus for Bio Sci II (CRNs 24100/24101) [>3]
MATH 251 Calculus I (multiple CRNs) [>3]
MATH 252 Calculus II (multiple CRNs) [>3]
Statistics
GEOG 495 (Bartlein) Geographic Data Analysis (CRN 26961)
GEOL 418 (Roering) Earth & Env Data Analysis (CRN 23096)
MATH 425 (Merchant) Statistical Methods I (CRN 24151)
SOC 312 (Thomas) Quantitative Methods in Sociology (CRN 25794)

Analytical Approaches
ENVS 427 (Boulay) Env & Eco Monitoring (CRN 22758) {priority to ELP}
GEOG 482 (Bone) Geog Info Science II (CRN 23015)
GEOG 485 (Kohler) Remote Sensing I (CRN 26956)

AREA 3A. Natural Science Requirements
Life Science
Lower division introductory sequences:
BI 211 (Prikryl/Wetherwax) General Bio I: Cells (CRNs 21610/21619) [>3]
BI 212 (Carrier) General Bio II: Organisms (CRN 21628) [>3]
CH 222 (Chimploy) General Chemistry II (CRNs 21857/21858)
CH 228 (Exton) General Chemistry Lab II (CRNs 21860/21892)

Upper division electives:
BI 357 (Wood) Marine Biology (CRN 21647) [>3]
BI 370 (Roy) Ecology (CRN 26623)
BI 390 (Schlenoff) Animal Behavior (CRN 26624)
BI 399 (Streisfeld) Sp St: Plant Biology (CRN 26628)
BI 476 (Bridgham) Terrestrial Ecosystem/ Ecology (CRN 26644)
CH 335 (Williams) Organic Chemistry II (CRN 21907)
Earth and Physical Science
Lower division introductory sequences:
GEOG 141 (tba) Natural Environment (CRN 22962) * [>3]
GEOL 202 (tba) Surface & Env Geology (CRN 23070) [>3]
PHYS 202 General Physics II (multiple CRNs) [>3]
PHYS 205 (Livelybrooks) Intro Physics Lab II (multiple CRNs)

Upper division electives:
GEOG 322 (McDowell) Geomorphology (CRN 22999) [>3]
GEOG 410 (Bartlein) Advanced Climatology (CRN 26944)
GEOG 425 (Fonstad) Hydrology & Water Resources (CRN 23018)
GEOG 481 (Kohler) Geog Info Science I (CRN 22995)
GEOL 304 (Baxter) Fossil Record (CRN 23075) ** [>3]
GEOL 305 (Orcutt) Dinosaurs (CRN 27014) ** [>3] {web}
GEOL 306 (Tozer) Volcanoes & Earthquakes (CRN 27015) ** [>3] {web}
GEOL 307 (Orr) Oceanography (CRN 27016) ** [>3]
GEOL 308 (Davis) Oregon & Pacific NW (CRNs 26801/27013) ** [>3]
GEOL 310 (Reed) Earth Resources & Env (CRN 23076) [>3]
GEOL 331 (Johnson) Mineralogy (CRN 23079)
GEOL 410 (Blackwell) Colorado Plateau Geology (CRN 23095)
GEOL 410 (Bindeman) Intro Geochemistry (CRN 27332)
GEOL 462 (Rempel) Env Geomechanics (CRN 27338)

AREA 3B. Upper Division Social Science, Policy, Humanities, and Design
Social Science Core
ENVS 435 (Norgaard) Env Justice (CRN 22759)
Policy Core
ENVS 335 (Cameron) Allocating Scarc Env Resources (CRN 22744) [>2]
PPPM 444 (Jacobsen) Env Policy (CRN 25413)
Humanities Core
ENVS 440 (Toadvine) Env Aesthetics (CRN 27257)
Sustainable Design Core
LA 375 (Helphand) Contemporary American Landscapes (CRN 27316)
PPPM 442 (Nelson) Sustainable Urban Development (CRN 25412)

AREA 4. Env Issues
ENVS 411 (Veazey) Env Action in America (CRN 22755)
ENVS 411 (Grigsby) Foreign Aid & Development (CRN 22756)

AREA 5. Practical Learning Experience (PLE)
ENVS 404 (Boulay) Internship (CRN 22749)

*GEOG 141 may only be used if Earth & Physical Sci is the non-focal area
**Only one GEOL 30X class may be taken

DISCLAIMER: The tip sheet is to be used as a guide only. Changes may be made to the class schedule after the tip sheets have been published. Any class on the tip sheet (or requirement sheet) is guaranteed to count toward the major.